
 

 

 
 

Advanced Plating Technologies among 2,000 exhibits 
at the 2022 SHOT Show® in Las Vegas 

 
 
 
 
Milwaukee, WI December 1st, 2021— Advanced Plating Technologies is going ALL IN at the 2022 SHOT Show 
this January 18–21 and will be joining an incredible list of more than 2,000 exhibits at The Venetian Expo and 
Caesars Forum in Las Vegas. 
 
The SHOT Show is the world’s most comprehensive trade show for professionals involved with the shooting 
sports, hunting and law enforcement industries. This year’s expanded SHOT Show in both The Venetian Expo 
and Caesars Forum will offer even more opportunities for attendees to experience the best in firearms, 
ammunition, law enforcement, cutlery, outdoor apparel, optics and other related products and services first-
hand. 
 
“We are thrilled to exhibit for our 18th consecutive year at the largest SHOT show in history.” says Matt 
Lindstedt, Advanced Plating Technologies. “Many of our six trademarked finishes for ammunition and firearm 
applications began with discussions at SHOT.  With it being 2 years since the last show at a time when industry 
demand is peaked, it’s an exciting time to meet once again.” 
 
Advanced Plating Technologies will be showcasing various engineered coatings for a range of ammunition and 
firearm applications.  Examples include nickel and alloy coatings for plating of shell casings and projectiles such 
as Ducta-bright 7a® nickel, Black-TPD® and Eclipse-TPD®, as well as Tacti-Black HP+® - the only tri-plex black 
electroless nickel finish for firearm components.  Advanced Plating Technologies has Type 10 FFL and is ITAR 
Registered for plating of serialized firearm components defense applications. 
 
The SHOT Show is owned by NSSF, the firearm industry trade association, and is restricted to the shooting, 
hunting and outdoor trade professionals and commercial buyers and sellers of military, law enforcement and 
tactical products and services ONLY. The SHOT Show is not open to the general consuming public (e.g., private 
visitors, hunters, sport shooters, members of hunting and sports shooting clubs, etc.). Proof of professional 
affiliation is required. 
 
Advanced Plating Technologies is a fourth-generation veteran owned metal finishing company based in 
Milwaukee, WI. Advanced Plating has helped develop industry leading plating solutions for OEMs throughout 
the ammunition and firearms industries. For Inquiries on APT’s proprietary firearm finishes visit 
www.advancedplatingtech.com or call (414) 271-8138. 


